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Do more with this chart:
What follows is your personal natal chart information, as well as interpretations of the
positions and aspects in your chart.
With this report, you will find out the positions of the planets in your natal chart by
sign. The most personal of these are the Sun sign, Moon sign, Mercury sign, Venus
sign, and Mars sign. Most people already know their Sun sign. If your time of birth is
known, you will also find out your Ascendant, or rising sign, as well as the positions of
the planets in the houses of your chart. Aspects between the planets are also listed
and interpreted.
If the birth time is unknown, we cannot know the Ascendant or house positions. The
natal chart shown here is an Aries chart in that case. Additionally, you may not know
the Moon sign for certain. This is because the Moon changes signs approximately
every 2-1/2 days, making it quite possible that someone is born on a day in which the
Moon sign changes. Less probable but still possible is a change of signs for the other
planets and luminaries, depending on the planet itself (example the Sun changes
signs every 30 days or so). For an unknown time, on some birth dates the Moon may
be in one of two possible signs. The possible range for Moon signs can be determined
by noting the sign at 00:01 and also at 23:59.
Each paragraph of interpretation refers to an individual position in your chart. All of
these positions and aspects are some of the "parts" that make up a "whole"--you!
Some of these interpretations will be contradictory, just as people are contradictory. A
person can be downright timid in love, and that same person can be aggressive in
business. Not only that, we evolve and grow throughout our lives, facing challenges
that help us to handle our positions and aspects in a different way. We all have
choices, and one of the largest benefits of astrology is the ability to understand
ourselves better so that we can work with our natal charts rather than against them.
Any computerized report that interprets the individual placements in a natal chart is
somewhat disjointed, simply because the different parts that make up the whole are
not synthesized.
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Some of the interpretations that follow are detailed, while others are brief. You can
do some further reading about different positions (such as Moon in Libra, Saturn in
the 10th house, Moon conjunct Mercury) in your chart by exploring our own site,
other astrology sites, and by reading astrology books.
The tables here show the technical details of your natal chart, personalized based on
your birth data. Below the tables, you'll find your free birth chart report.

Zach Sex M
Delta Junction, AK United States 04/10/1985 22:30

Planet Positions, Ascendant, & Houses
The following table shows the position of the planets in your chart, by sign and
degree. You will also find the sign of your Ascendant and the signs on the cusp of
each house in your natal chart only if the birth time is known. The Roman Numerals
refer to the houses, where the Ascendant is also the first house and the Midheaven is
also the tenth house. For example, if the sign Taurus is next to Mars, you know your
Mars is in Taurus. If the sign Libra is next to Venus, you know your Venus is in Libra. If
Cancer is next to Ascendant, you have a Cancer Ascendant, and if Leo is next to II, Leo
is on your 2nd house.

Zach
Zodiac : Tropical

Placidus Orb : 0
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Aspects
The following table shows the planetary aspects in your natal chart. Interpretations of
these factors are found below. The numbers listed under the column "Value" serve as
a relative rating system for each aspect and are determined based on the planets
involved, the aspect type, and the orb of influence. Negative values suggest more
stressful or challenging influences while positive numbers show more flowing, easy
energy.
This is a wide table that may require you to scroll right on smaller screens.
See also your full natal chart wheel graphic depicted below the report.
Planet

Aspect

Planet

Orb

Value

Sun

Trine

Uranus

3°32'

49

Sun

Conjunction

Lilith

2°50'

372

Moon

Square

Mercury

2°16'

-85

Moon

Square

Venus

0°47'

-71

Moon

Conjunction

Neptune

6°54'

96
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Moon

Sextile

I ASC

2°40'

70

Mercury

Conjunction

Venus

1°29'

358

Mercury

Sextile

Jupiter

4°22'

71

Mercury

Square

Neptune

4°37'

-42

Venus

Sextile

Jupiter

2°53'

87

Venus

Square

Neptune

6°06'

-15

Mars

Square

Jupiter

6°51'

-11

Mars

Opposition

Saturn

7°42'

-32

Mars

Conjunction

Asc node

0°56'

127

Mars

Opposition

I ASC

6°17'

-31

Jupiter

Sextile
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5°13'

21

Jupiter

Square

Asc node

5°55'

-10

Jupiter

Square

I ASC

0°34'

-46

Saturn

Opposition

Asc node

8°38'

-8

Neptune

Sextile

Pluto

0°05'

89

Pluto

Opposition

Lilith

9°30'

-2

Pluto

Conjunction

I ASC

9°29'

3

1343

-353

990

Asteroids & Chiron
The following table shows the positions of the four major asteroids and Chiron. These
points are not as commonly used by astrologers, but are presented here for those
interested in knowing where the asteroids are positioned in their birth chart.
Chiron

Gemini

5°46'

Ceres

Gemini

6°09'

Pallas

Aries

17°51'

Juno

Libra

2°34'

R

Vesta

Scorpio

5°42'

R

Fortune

Aquarius

24°02'

South node

Scorpio

18°31'
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Natal Chart Report
Birth Chart
This birth chart report shows the positions of the planets for Zach .
The Sun represents vitality, a sense of individuality and outward-shining creative
energy.
Sun in Aries
Aries is the first sign of the zodiac, and Aries natives are the first to start--and the first
to finish--whatever they set out to do. Aries is an active, energetic sign. People with
Sun in Aries are direct, straightforward, and uncomplicated. They expect the same
from others, and are baffled when they don't always get it.
The body comes first with Aries. Sun in Aries people are natural athletes. At the very
least, their natural inclination is to use their bodies to get things done. They're not
given to long, drawn-out emotional moments; nor are they big on planning ahead.
Instead, they live their lives simply. What is happening right now is most important to
Aries. Impatience is a definite vice, and innovation is a huge strength. Aries loves to
start anything new, and they have trouble sitting still. They are pioneers in whatever
they do, and there is a very basic quality of bravery in these people that is
unmistakable! Aries generally knows what they want, and they know the quickest
route to getting it. They take shortcuts if they must, but generally everything is
aboveboard. Underhanded just isn't their style. Some Aries people are bold, but even
the quieter ones are brave and even plucky in their own way. Independence is their
birthright. Nothing gets them going more than a fresh slate, the promise of a new
day, and a brand new start.
Aries enjoys a challenge, and Aries Suns are happiest when their lives are moving
forward and active. There's a childlike quality to all Aries Sun people, and it's often
quite charming.
He has a strong personality and an entrepreneurial spirit. He is ambitious and selfwilled, stubborn, obstinate and tenacious.
Weaknesses: nervousness, impulsiveness, wastefulness, provoking nature,
restlessness and changeability.
Aries ascendant Scorpio
Sun in V
You want to be noticed for your unique and special qualities and your creativity. You
are happiest when you are expressing yourself in a special way and attention comes
your way as a result. You have a flair for drama and/or sports. You are proud of your
fun-loving attitude towards life. As you demonstrate your ability to shine, avoid
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grabbing center stage all of the time. Your happy disposition is enough to get noticed,
but do find creative ways to express yourself, as this is the path to true happiness for
you.
49 Trine Sun - Uranus
It is natural for you to question tradition. You are, above all things, an individualist.
You naturally rebel against that which is established. It doesn't mean that you
consistently break all the rules, but you definitely do question some of the rules,
especially those that simply don't make much sense. You possess a huge distaste for
routine. You work best when you have some say as to when and how you get things
done. You possess much self-integrity. You avoid labeling people and are most
offended when others attempt to label or stereotype you.
You easily embrace new ways of doing things, you stick up for the underdog, and you
express yourself in unique and inspiring ways. You don't have to try to stand out as
unique--you are original, creative, and progressive without trying. You are far from
pretentious. You value honesty and truth, and you avoid putting on airs. You believe
in the equality of people, and easily relate to people from all walks of life. You possess
an unmistakable enthusiasm about life, and generally your life is interesting because
you invite unusual or adventurous experiences into your life. You are generally
appreciated by others because you are open-minded, fair, and not judgmental.
Nothing really seems to faze you! You take things in stride, and are rarely shocked or
taken aback by human behavior.
372 Conjunction Sun - Lilith
The Moon represents the emotional responses, unconscious pre-destination, and the
self-image.
Moon in Capricorn
Being useful and productive are basic needs for Lunar Capricorns. Because they
generally keep their emotions under check, Moon in Capricorn people come across as
competent people. However turbulent their emotions may be under the surface,
Lunar Capricorns keep cool-headed--and they come across as steady and reliable
people. This position of the Moon suggests a desire for clear boundaries and realistic
goals. Not much for taking risks in life, Lunar Capricorns look for safety and security
in most everything they do. Most of them respect authority and tradition, and many
are planning well ahead of the rest of us. You likely won't have to remind them to
protect their interests, plan for old age, or keep fall-back money in their bank
accounts. These things come naturally to them.
Calm, cool, and collected--these words sum up Moon in Capricorn natives well. Messy
emotions and "leaky" souls are a bit frightening for most with this position of the
Moon. Truth is, they can have plenty of mood swings and some dark emotions now
and again. Lunar Capricorns are often quite hard on themselves, and would benefit
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from letting their guard down once in a while. They quickly garner reputations of
being mountains of strength, and they easily hide their sensitivity behind a sarcastic
manner.
You may have read that Moon in Capricorn natives are a bit cold and calculating. The
fact is, they are unlikely to be any less emotional than the other 11 sign positions of
the Moon--they simply aren't comfortable "letting go" when it comes to emotions.
They keep their emotions under control. Wherever Capricorn is found in the chart,
there is a desire for structure and control. Capricorn is the sign of organization and
efficient management; so, when the Moon is found in the sign, the world of emotions
are well-managed and handled in an efficient and practical manner. At the heart of
Lunar Capricorns is a powerful need to feel worthwhile in the real world. There's a
basic need for respectability and a big attachment to the world of the senses. Lunar
Capricorns put a lot of value in all things tangible and real. And, perhaps more than
anything, they need to be respected by others in order to feel secure.
Short description:
Reserved and cautious. Attracted to politics. Selective, earthy, success comes by
means of other people, who recognize his qualities.
Weaknesses: material worries, savings, restrictions. Does not get carried away by
love.
Moon in II
Very ingenious and inventive where earning money is concerned. Moves around,
restless.
When it comes to money, you can be generous and frivolous in your spending habits
one day, and frugal the next. You can be quite afraid of being in debt, and need to
feel that the bills are paid in order to feel secure and safe. This is likely also true of
savings, as you fear being without. Still, there are times when you can spend
impulsively, on a whim, and this is likely when you are feeling emotionally frustrated.
You might also hold onto people quite tightly. Vanity can be an issue. You are often
looking for admiration, and you can be quite dependent on others for positive
feedback until you learn to develop your own feelings of self-worth. You're not as
emotionally responsive as most people. You tend to hold back and wait before
expressing yourself, and when you do it is with deliberation.
-85 Square Moon - Mercury
There is a conflict here between the head and the heart. Your emotions tell you one
thing and your mind tells you something else. The result is a see-saw effect: you can
be emotional to the point of irrationality at one moment, and logical the next. How to
blend the head and the heart is a constant struggle for you, usually because you have
a tendency to resist blending them! You love to chat, enjoy story-telling and
writing/poetry, sometimes enjoy bending the truth, and you possess a sparkling wit!
You are animated when you speak, and have a sense of humor that others appreciate
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simply because it's very imaginative. You may be especially adept at satire. People can
usually read your mood by how much you're talking. When nervous or excitable, you
talk up a storm. Moodiness is a characteristic, definitely, and an especially subjective
nature makes you prone to hypersensitivity. It usually has to do with the fact that you
take in so very much from your environment. This is also one of the reasons why you
tend to be indecisive. You may swing between irrational and rational thoughts and
feelings. It's pretty much something that takes place "upstairs" in the mind, although
others are sure to see the struggle from time to time. You are always interesting, and
usually funny. You have a tendency to misrepresent yourself with what you say from
time to time, but you're a charming, if a little kooky, friend.
-71 Square Moon - Venus
Because you value harmony, you may find yourself giving in to others too easily,
especially in the first half of life. Resentment is possible, as you can feel that you are
the one who seems to do all the acquiescing. There can be a distinct tendency to
become friends (and lovers) with people too readily, simply because there is a strong
need for approval and a hunger for receiving affection. As such, you may get involved
with people who seem to really like you, and you fail to consider whether you actually
like them back! It's somewhat of a weakness, as you are very charmed by the idea
that someone seems to really like and appreciate you. Generally, one of your life's
lessons is to learn to discriminate more and to get in touch with what you truly want
and need. The functions of the Moon (which rules the emotions and feelings,
amongst other things) and the functions of Venus (which rules social relationships,
harmony, and partnership, amongst other things) are at cross-purposes. When you
attempt to feed the needs of one function, it is often at the expense of the other, until
you find some sort of balance. This can play out in a variety of ways. For example,
there can be conflicts in partnerships about parenting or whether or not to have a
family. You may find yourself compromising your own emotional needs in order to
find and keep love. Peace and harmony are important to you--perhaps too much so,
as you can easily be taken advantage of. Insecurity is something that you need to deal
with at some point in your life. Very sensual, you sometimes replace love with food or
shopping! You can also be quite sexually active and sometimes quite lustful. You
possess a distinct lazy streak. You are capable of working hard, but you truly
appreciate luxuriating and enjoying as many pleasures as possible, and self-discipline
simply isn't always at your disposal!
96 Conjunction Moon - Neptune
Positive aspect: He is kind and sympathetic, with a strongly compassionate nature.
When in love, he is usually very devoted. In fact, he is devoted by nature, not only in
matters of the heart.
There is an unmistakably compassionate and understanding side to his nature. He
has a natural affinity to music. While everyone enjoys music, people with Moon in
harmonious aspect to Neptune respond to music as a vehicle to heal, relax, and to
uplift the soul. Naturally perceptive, without even trying he tunes into the feelings of
others, and the mood of his surroundings. There is a distinct emotional need to
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escape into the world of imagination, and to withdraw from others at times when he
needs to re-center himself, largely because he tends to "take in" a lot of mixed
energies from his surroundings. Strong and sudden "feelings" and hunches can
overcome him. More often than not, his intuition is correct, although his imagination
is also powerful and he can read too much into a situation as a result. Some laziness
is associated with this position. This stems from a natural timidity and sensitivity that
is apparent from youth. He may have been labeled "shy" in youth, and family
members or friends may have jumped in to "save" him from situations that required
boldness or aggressiveness. Thus, passivity was accepted and, as adults, he may be
less experienced than most when it comes to reaching out or going after what he
wants.
70 Sextile Moon - Ascendant
He has a good influence on the family, which loves and helps the person. He likes
travelling, movement, change. He likes contact and is open to other people.
Mercury represents communication, Cartesian and logical spirit.
Mercury in Aries
He makes quick decisions, streamlines learning, is direct and straightforward in
speech, possesses an innocent charm, and can easily motivate others with his
enthusiasm. Loves a heated dispute. Lively mind which quickly understands a given
situation. He is very resourceful and capable. Prefers to jump into a decision and
doesn't have much patience with pretense.
Mercury in IV
Good education, he is cultivated, likes literature, family life and family relationships.
You are an extremely imaginative person who dreams up all sorts of unusual ideas
and plans. Your thinking is quite subjective, and in some cases narrow or biased.
Some of you might enjoy working at home or keeping a lively, intellectual atmosphere
in your home. You tend to retain a lot of information, and are usually quite interested
in history, psychology, or politics. You are not quick to embrace a new idea or plan,
and can be quite traditional in your thinking.
358 Conjunction Mercury - Venus
He looks on the bright side of life: he is gay, agreeable, optimistic, sociable. He likes to
speak and write, and does both with charm and artistry. His intellectual pleasures are
influenced by his feelings. He is amorous and sensual. He likes beauty, the Arts but
also travelling.
71 Sextile Mercury - Jupiter
He is intelligent, has big ideas: he is tolerant and has a strong sense of justice. He has
good judgement, good sense and has his feet on the ground. He has the "gift of the
gab", and likes to speak, he also likes literature. He is erudite and will normally be
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successful socially.
-42 Square Mercury - Neptune
He makes errors of judgement, and lacks sincerity. He lets things happen, and is
happy in his dreamworld. Confronted by reality, he is hesitant, incapable of being
tested and falls back into his imaginary world. He might become a drug-taker.
Venus represents an interest for emotions and values, exchange and sharing with
others.
Venus in Aries
Venus in Aries people flirt by being up-front, direct, and even daring. They try to win
you over by expressing how enterprising and independent they are. Their style of
expressing love can be maddeningly "me"-centered, but the right person for them will
find this approach charming. People get turned on by Venus in Aries' aura of innocent
charm, even when they are being childish and impatient. Venus in Aries people
behave in a childlike, fun-loving manner in love. They are turned on by energy and
activity. Turn-offs include a relationship that is considered stuffy or too "mature",
vagueness, and beating around the bush. In love, Venus in Aries people are
hopelessly addicted to the conquest. In order for a relationship to remain fresh and
new for them, they require plenty of stimulation.
Pleasing Venus in Aries involves fueling their need for action. Be direct, open, and
honest with them -- they won't much like game-playing or evasiveness, unless it is in
the complete spirit of fun. Feed their need for spontaneity, and appreciate their
playfulness. Understand their desire for the relationship to remain young and fresh.
Aries likes to take the lead in love (even if their Sun Sign is gentle Pisces) -- let them, at
least most of the time. Indulge them their many whims, and understand that they
thrive on competition, even when they're competing with you!
Short description:
Wants to take the lead in love, loves the conquest, can be a spendthrift with money, is
given to making impulsive purchases, likes to keep things exciting in love. Very ardent.
Spontaneous and charming in his direct and straightforward approach in love.
Venus in IV
He is lucky enough to have many happy occasions all through life. Strong friendships
which can affect the emotional life. He usually makes a good marriage. Happy family
life. Good work situation.
You seek balance, beauty, harmony, and peace in your home and domestic life. You
might be especially attracted to luxury or quality/comfort items in the home, and you
likely have an eye for interior decorating. There is a loving, personal touch to the way
you decorate your home. Your love is decidedly sentimental, and you show your
affection through nurturing and displays of sympathy. You don't give your heart out
easily, but when you do, you do it with great emotion. It's very easy for you to become
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attached to a partner, and possibly smothering or overly dependent if you are not
careful. Your parents' marriage affects your own partnering skills and style more than
most. A parent may be especially charming, beautiful, or otherwise Venusian. On the
negative side, this parent may have been especially indulgent or overprotective with
you.
87 Sextile Venus - Jupiter
He is good-hearted, generous and has a good character. He likes well-being, comfort,
a life without problems. He has good relations with his circle. He is easy to approach.
All the same, he falls in love easily. He has a successful married and professional life.
-15 Square Venus - Neptune
He might lack self-confidence and his ideals are not easy to achieve. In love, he is
unstable and deceitful or meets people who are like this. He is easy-going and follows
others' wishes in love, and he lets the partner take the initiative.
This aspect indicates a suggestible romantic nature. Being "in love with love" is a
strong possibility. You are naturally compassionate and are generally willing to go
over the top for a loved one. It's hard to say whether your expectations in personal
relationships are too high or too low. On the one hand, you tend to easily accept
behaviors in your partners that others wouldn't accept, as you are compassionate
and even drawn to people who others might consider trouble. On the other hand,
your romantic dreams may be so powerful that you are easily disappointed with the
reality of relationships. Deception in love is possible, but self-deception is even more
likely. In love, you see what you want to see, rather than what is. Feelings of being
used or deceived may come up. However, if a distinct pattern exists in your love life
that involves you being let down, deceived or used, it will be especially worthwhile to
examine whether self-deception was at work.
The possibility of clinging to romantic delusions is very high with this position. For
example, some with these aspects cling to a romantic notion that someone loves
them when in reality that person doesn't return the affection. Or, they may cling to a
romance that has lost all hope. Another possibility is devoting their love to someone
who is unattainable or who is unable to commit. Yet another Venus-Neptune scenario
is loving someone who treats them badly, all the while clinging to an idealized image
of the partner. No matter what the scenario, romantic yearning and longing, as well
as delusion, tends to be the theme. The expectation here is that loving someone
requires self-sacrifice. The result is an attraction to relationships that are codependent and even abusive. Venus-Neptune people are drawn to victim/savior
relationships, and they can play either the role of victim or savior! Dependency or
neediness in a partner can be confused for love. In an attempt to love
unconditionally, you may too readily sacrifice your own needs and eventually feel
used.
\r\nMars represents the desire for action and physical energy.
Mars in Taurus
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"Slow and steady wins the race" could easily be a motto for Mars in Taurus. These
goal-oriented people are not known for their speed, but their staying power is
tremendous. Generally calm and easygoing people, Mars in Taurus natives can have
powerful tempers when they're overly provoked. They generally don't fly off the
handle as quickly as others, however (unless Aries is prominent in their chart). Mars in
Taurus people value strength and stability. They are driven by security and an
especial fondness for personal possessions. Most are not afraid to work for what they
want, and there is an overall patience to this position of Mars. If it takes a few years to
achieve their goals, so be it. People born under a Mars in Taurus are often rather
sensual people. Some are slow to arousal, but theirs is an earthy and powerful
sensuality.
Most have well-defined long-term goals and the determination to achieve them. They
usually are not the type of people to take on too many projects at once. If they don't
think they can do it, they won't! It is almost impossible to get these people moving
once they've made up their minds on a matter. You want them to go shopping with
you? Unfortunately for you, about half an hour back, they've kicked up their heels,
changed into something comfortable, and they simply won't budge. Immovable is the
only way to describe Mars in Taurus people who have made up their minds.
Adaptability is not their strong point. In a similar vein, attempting to rush Mars in
Taurus people is a lesson in frustration. They won't alter their pace for most anything.
If you can get past these "quirks", however, you'll find that Mars in Taurus natives are
often quite reliable and strong personalities. It may just be worth the wait!
Mars in VII
He dominates his associates, colleagues. He is the same in love life, dominating the
spouse and this makes for a stormy relationship in prospect.
-11 Square Mars - Jupiter
He refuses to accept any guidance. He lacks forethought, acts impulsively and
sometimes imprudently, which can cause problems. He wants everything yesterday
and uses whatever means necessary to achieve his objectives, even if they are
dishonest or not very commendable. His emotional life is fraught with quarrels and
sometimes violent conflicts.
-32 Opposition Mars - Saturn
He is only interested in doing something if there are problems attached: once these
are solved, he goes on to something else which has complications. He likes to
overcome obstacles, is tough, does not have too many feelings, especially in business.
He is egoistic, violent and stubborn. He does not always make friends.
-31 Opposition Mars - Ascendant
He is quarrelsome, critical and violent. His success is obtained by dubious means.
Jupiter represents expansion and grace.
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Jupiter in Aquarius
He attracts the most good fortune when he is tolerant and fair, inventive, impartial,
and cooperative. Values people and personal freedom most. Wants to show unique
perspective or skills. Open to new methods and progress. Great tolerance and
humanitarianism.
Jupiter in III
He has good judgement, a sense of values, an open and optimistic mind, a good
education and high moral standards. He likes studying. He is successful in
communications work. His professional work is a vocation and plays a great part in
his life.
21 Sextile Jupiter - Uranus
He knows what's going on at a glance. He thirsts after knowledge, and is a good
organizer. He is very independent, likes his freedom of action, is a non-conformist. He
is very agreeable company and is always in demand.
-46 Square Jupiter - Ascendant
He appears to have a very honorable and generous attitude toward others, as if he
has their best interests at heart. Because to others he seems tolerant, understanding,
or even wise, they may also turn to him for advice. May go to excess when eating.
Saturn represents contraction and effort.
Saturn in Scorpio
Observant, self-controlled, unforgiving, tough, methodical, a researcher, an
investigator. Lots of courage, self-assurance and can keep his cool.
Weaknesses: makes no concessions or compromises. He can become a fanatic of a
creed, a party, work or a religion.
Saturn in I
He can be self-conscious in new situations, especially when young. His manner is
somewhat cautious and guarded. First reactions to new ideas or plans are reticent
and somewhat negative, but these are only first reactions. Can be methodical, patient,
somewhat distrustful, polite. He speaks little at first and does not waste energy
unnecessarily. He has a good memory and sense of organization, likes to do things
well. He is never slapdash and has a strong sense of responsibility.
Uranus represents individual liberty, egoistic liberty.
Uranus in Sagittarius
He is shy, delicate but proud, bold and lively.
Uranus in II
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He has a lot of flair. He is unreliable at work, always ready for change. He must have
an out-of-the-ordinary job, in which case all goes well: otherwise, he will often change
jobs and will have financial problems.
Neptune represents transcendental liberty, non-egoistic liberty.
Neptune in Capricorn
He is discerning, wise and sensible.
Neptune in II
He may prefer not to attach too much value to money, but if this is overdone, there
can be quite a few problems in life concerning money and ownership. He might make
money through artistic pursuits, but must avoid the potential pitfalls of putting too
much faith in ideas that don't have enough grounding in reality. Financial advice is
important to obtain.
89 Sextile Neptune - Pluto
Pluto represents transformations, mutations and elimination.
Pluto in Scorpio
Great sexual activity.
-2 Opposition Pluto - Lilith
He will lead a double life. He will have a secret love affair. Sexual compatibility is the
main feature of this relationship. But the secret won't last long and a scandal will
follow, or at the very least there will be problems.
3 Conjunction Pluto - Ascendant
He has will-power and ambition, and likes to have his own way.
House I is the area of self identity. The ascendant is a symbol of how one acts in life. It
is the image of the personality as seen by others, and the attitude that one has
towards life.
Aries ascendant Scorpio
Ascendant in Scorpio
Scorpio Ascendant people have a lot of presence. There is something about them that
tells the world that they are not to be pushed around. Their manner commands
respect, and in some cases, fear. Scorpio rising people can be quiet or loud, but they
always seem powerful and determined. You either love or hate Scorpio rising people-they are rarely people who go through life unnoticed. In fact, some of them are
confused when faced with the fact that they get such strong reactions from others.
They seem to look right through people, seeing through superficiality. This can be
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quite intimidating to some, and intriguing to others. Scorpio rising people, in their
dealings with others, look for answers by reading between the lines. Surface details
are discarded when they are getting a feel for people and situations around them.
Scorpio rising people value their privacy so much, it can border on paranoia. They
have a strong need to control their environment and are experts at strategy. Rarely
people who will blow their chances with impatience, they plan out their moves
carefully and deliberately, relying on their awesome ability to feel out others and
situations. Scorpio rising natives are drawn to down-to-earth, natural partners.
Reliability in their partner is very important. They generally look for complete
commitment and have little patience with flighty partners.
House II is the area of material security and values. It rules money and personal
finances, sense of self-worth and basic values, personal possessions.
House II in Sagittarius
Financial success may come through an import/export company dealing regularly
with foreign countries. He may have a laissez-faire attitude towards money. May take
risks financially, as making and spending money is seen as an adventure. The house
and sign placement of Jupiter can show more clues to where and how money is
made.
House III is the area of social and intellectual learning.
House III in Capricorn
Nothing is left to chance, everything is calculated, dissected slowly and methodically,
twice rather than once, in peace and quiet by himself. He is introverted, and doesn't
speak about his plans until they are underway.
House IV is the area of home, family, roots, and deep emotions/sense of self-worth.
House IV in Pisces
He is very susceptible to the mood of those around him. A hard difficult upbringing
can mark him for life. When a child, has to be protected, given confidence.
House V is the area of creative self-expression, romance, entertainment, children, and
gambling.
House V in Aries
Full of initiative. Things are done to the full, with energy, vigor and strength of
purpose: It is the same with love life. Children will be hardy and rarely ill.
House VI is the area of learning by material transaction.
House VI in Taurus
Completely trusted at work. Knows how to keep a secret and is of irreproachable
honesty. Weak point: the throat.
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House VII is the area of one-to-one relationships such as marriage and partnership,
and of social and intellectual action.
House VII in Taurus
Marries for love but also wants security. A peaceful union even if exchange of ideas
isn't always smooth.
House VIII is the area of emotional security and of security of the soul.
House VIII in Gemini
If he is a writer, a painter or involved in another of the Arts, and if fame doesn't come
when living, then it will come posthumously. Small inheritance from near relations.
Take care of the lungs - if a smoker, then it is advisable to stop.
House IX is the area of learning that shapes the identity.
House IX in Cancer
Fertile imagination. He is easily influenced. Likes travel, especially cruises.
House X is the area of material action. The Mid-heaven represents the work one will
do in his life, the place one will take in the world of society. It becomes more
important as one grows older
House X in Virgo
All medical, paramedic or social work are recommended.
House XI is the area of search for social and intellectual security.
House XI in Libra
Looks for friends among "well-placed" people, artists known even regionally,
influential people in society, the social or political world, likes high class evenings.
House XII is the area of education and of emotion.
House XII in Scorpio
Work in the police field, likes investigating other people's private lives.
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enlarge this chart
After enlarging your chart, you can click on any planets in the chart wheel to find out
more about their positions in your chart.
Full birth data:
Zach
Sex

M

Delta Junction
2

Alaska

AK

1

United States

US

Date

04/10/1985

Wednesday

Time

22:30
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Julian day

2446166.81

Timezone

-9.0000

ST

11.05

Lat

64.0300

64°02'n

Long

-145.7300

145°44'w

9h00w
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Input your date of birth and that of your lover (or potential lover) for a short
compatibility report.
Your Stars Today - Horoscope - No Birth Time See the planets' influence on your natal
chart for the next 14 days (this is the quick version based on date of birth and NO
birth time).
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